
Before we Get Started:
Food Motivation: Please reference the food motivation preparation steps here before attempting to
introduce your puppy to the sit command.  Once your puppy is eating 5 pieces of kibble for 5 reps and the
6th rep on the front porch it will have sufficient enough food motivation to have a food lure be effective.

Food Lure: You will have a piece of your puppy’s kibble in-between your dominant hand’s pointer and
thumb tip.  You will move your hand in a motion that will aid in shaping a physical behavior.  When initially
rolling out a food lure it is very important your puppy’s nose, mouth or tongue are glued to your finger and
thumb tip.  A common mistake is that owners allow too much space between their fingertips and their
puppy’s nose or mouth.

Initial Goal: Your initial goal is not to have your puppy sit.  Your initial goal is to have your puppy’s nose
follow your finger/thumb tips with the food in it 2 inches.  Then again. Then go for three inches.  Your main
goal is to get your puppy into a cooperative flow state by following your hand.  Maintaining focus and
wanting to be guided is way more important to everything we are about to do versus getting a forced sit
that your puppy doesn’t enjoy.

“Sit:” The verbal command.  Don’t say it more than once per rep.

“Yes:” The reward marker.  This lets your puppy know “that action you just did is getting you hooked up.”

Jack Pot: This is a slightly longer, more intense praise, pet and reward celebration for hitting a milestone.
You don’t want to celebrate too much to the point that your puppy then pops up off its stay.  You also want
to keep that food coming smoothly and repetitively enough to keep your puppy in its sit position.  Initially
you only want to keep your puppy in a sit for a few seconds and then you can slowly add on duration to
the sit and even start to strategically add more time in between food rewards.

“Break:” This is the “release cue.” This lets your puppy know it is time to stand up and move. It is
important that when you say “break” your puppy moves.  This shows us that your puppy understands and
is responsive.

There are four options you can do from a stay.  Break is one of them, we will cover “yes, let’s go and
come” later in the course.  Break means “go do whatever you want.”  Typically we will have a focus for
your puppy unless it is off leash trained.  In this case we will say “break '' give your puppy a second to
make its own decision, then recall your puppy right back to you to do another rep.  The hope is even
when you say “break” it chooses you, a bone or a tug toy.   Very soon we will enhance this natural recall
habit in your puppy via the “ditch ‘em drill.

Eventually your puppy “doing whatever it wants is actually going to be what you want it to do.”  Once your
puppy is making good decisions on its own, then it can actually go do what it would prefer such as
running around investigating a scent on a hike in the woods for example.

Let’s Get Started:
Start on the ground if you have a little guy.

In a quick, smooth, nonchalant way, ready the piece of kibble between your finger/thumb tip.



This is a good chance to introduce the leash to your puppy. Later in the course we will go into more detail
about how you can use the leash to guide your puppy’s behaviors.

1. Say “sit” in a normal tone.
2. Begin the food lure up over your puppy’s head just 2 inches.
3. Once you get about 2 inches say “yes” then hook your puppy up with that piece of kibble.
4. Do it again and again shooting for lots of little gains.
5. Eventually you will hit a point where if your puppy wants to keep following the food up over its

head it will have to sit down.  Once it sits say “yes,” followed by a Jack Pot.
6. Then say “break” and throw a piece of kibble on the ground a foot away from your puppy.
7. As soon as your puppy is done eating that piece of kibble say your puppy’s name, followed by the

command “come,” then start to praise your puppy while walking backwards.

Once your puppy comes to you, start at step 1 again.

Graduating off the Food Lure: Eventually your fingers holding the food can be further and further away.
You can quickly get to the point where you do not even have the food in between your finger tips.   Your
puppy will follow you out of trust and habit.

Applying this to the food bowl: After a few sessions of having your puppy following you around and
sitting via the command and the luring motion with your hand you can then graduate to doing this with the
food bowl.  It will help to warm your puppy up by starting your training session off getting a couple
successful reps doing sits via the command and hand lure.  Then without hesitation, keep everything the
same besides adding the food bowl with 5 pieces of kibble in it to use as a prop when doing your food
lure.  Remember, everything else is the same, you are just using a food bowl to lure your puppy into a sit
versus your fingertips.

Take it outside: Having your puppy follow you around and sit as soon as you come to a stop while
outside is going to set you up for success in overcoming distractions, loose leash walking and coming
when called.

Applying sit to everything: Before we start  having your puppy by default coming to you and sitting for
everything let's start with sitting for a bone.  Have your puppy sniff the bone.  Once it locks in, say “sit”
and move the bone up over it’s head just like you did with your finger tips and the food bowl.  Only do this
at the beginning of the session.  Don’t rep this out like you do with food.

Adding Stay to Sit: Stay is just an elongated sit. Keep making your way through the course and your
Champion will be rocking both the “active and the all day” sit-stays.  You’ll then learn how to use these
stays to focus your puppy on its bones which will get your days running tight, tight, tight!


